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 CHRIS BLAZE THE FIRE NINJA 

"The Greatest High Energy Ninja Style Fire Show 

On The Planet" 

  

THE FIRE NINJA Show is loaded with high energy, 

fire and explosions. 

Many call him the new "Street Fighter". 

Besides creating unbelievable fire effects and putting 

the audience on 

the edge of their seats with his fire eating set and big 

explosions, he also manages to use the audience in a 

charming, clever and entertaining way. 

 

This 6 times award winning show promises that "non 

will leave disappointed" 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WHO IS CHRIS BLAZE 
  

Chris was born and raised in Sydney Australia but now based mainly in Estonia 

where he is raising a small artistic family. Because now based in Europe Chris 

has developed a unique street fire performance that has now successfully 

worked in over 24 countries and 4 continents worldwide by putting on shows 

full of high energy and exciting danger, his extreme tricks create interest 

everywhere around the globe. Thanks to his incredible talent of fire 

manipulation, intolerance to burning and undeniable charms, he keeps on 

striking the attention of all people of all ages no matter their show preference. 

Chris Blaze is also the director of an Australian based fire company 

"FRACTAFIRE" and a co-director of an Estonian based circus company "CAK 

PERFORMANCE", both company's perform worldwide at festivals, functions, 

clubs and other events. Besides performing we also make equipment, organize 

workshops and community fire jams. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SHOW DESCRIPTION 
Chris Blaze is now known worldwide as "The fire ninja" of all ninjas. 

Many call him the new age "street Fighter" as he moves and looks like he just came straight out of the 

arcade game ready to perform  and show off his skills. 

Over a +10 year career Chris has learnt the art of fire in a very usual way, It is known throughout the 

world that "if you play with fire you get burnt" but for this dare devil it is very far from the truth 

with his intolerance to burning and lack of fear Chris definitely takes this show to new highs and 

explosive boundaries. 

Throughout the show you will see things you never thought possible like: 

-Fire being transferred directly off the mouth from one torch to the other, 

-A fire ball that is manipulated off a long rope (Full street fighter style) 

-A dragon staff that has more fire on it than any other prop/equipment known to mankind 

-For the finale a big explosion is made by a prop most fire performers haven't even heard of called a 

chain staff (Big WOW Factor) 

Over the years Chris Blaze has successfully changed into a complete street style act by interacting with 

the audience by asking a small child on stage to teach him a trick and once he accomplishes it Chris Blaze 

then send out a message to  all the children watching that with a bit of training and hard work you can 

accomplish anything just have to believe in yourself and find what you love in this world, you only get 1 

life. 

This dynamic master-piece of fire manipulation and ninja style acrobatics is just the show you have been 

looking for as he is only one of a handful of people in the world that can deliver most of the tricks 

performed. 

 

So come down watch the amazing show as you may never get the chance again. 

The show with it’s great effects is something that needs to be seen for sure! 

 

 NO FIRE USED AT ANY POINT WITH THE CHILDREN, VERY SAFE !!!!! 

 (PLEASE BE ASSURED THAT EVERYTHING PERFORMED IN THIS SHOW CAN NOT AND WILL NOT PUT ANY 

AUDIENCE MEMBER IN DANGER OR HARMS WAY AT ANYTIME) 

 


